but still handsome woman came toward me smiling. A moment's hesita-
tion. And then I recognized Catherine. I had not seen her in fifteen years,
These years seemed to have dealt with her gently and she looked—
frankly—young and happy—as she said she was. She was married again
—now Mrs. Ben E. Page. We went about the exhibition together noticing
many a work that had grown up out of the 'other half of the Oak Park
establishment where her children had run about with my thumb-tacks
in the bottom of their shoes. However ill-advised Catherine's attitude
had been toward me, she had never been other than loyal to anyone she
ever loved.
THIS AUTOBIOGRAPHY
Writing these pages trying to be honestly autobiographical, telling only
what is true, I see why all autobiography is written between the lines. It
must be so written.
No matter how skilled the writer or how spontaneous he may be, the
implication outdoes his ability or undoes his intention. The law of change
is at work as he writes and the circumstance flows from beneath the fixa-
tion at the point of his pen into endless other forms and significances—-
except as a single facet may catch the gleam of the reader's intelligence
and he writes truth in between the lines for himself*
Autobiography is impossible except as implication. And for the life of
me, I cannot see why I recounted so many episodes that were far inferior
to those I delight to remember and tell now. I do not know why I have
not written of many features and incidents of my life so much more deeply
intimate, so much more suggestive even in architectural thought. More
picturesque certainly. They come crowding into mind at odd moments*
Press upon my heart for utterance too late, and go away again.
Even those I have tried to utter here go away mocking, unsatisfied if
not dissatisfied.
Does this fluid nature of life, I wonder, really allow nothing to be
wholly held? Is nothing to be arrested and directed in human experience
—so far as the essential quality, the life in it, goes except by the greatest
of art? Is the writer helpless, as the surgeon is helpless with his anatomical
study of the corpse on his dissecting table, to put his hand even for a
moment upon what was the life of that corpse?
To me, it seems so.
The sufferings of growth itself, as growth, the agonies of the senti-
mentality that vainly tries to hold life by 'institution' and * establishment \
trying to extend the fleeting hour until the simple inevitable becomes
high tragedy to the soul: are not these sufferings our own punishment for
violation of the first simple law of Freedom? What is that law except the
law of organic change natural to whatever changes. Does not all live to
change?	*
As I remember, the best of life is a becoming. And so I record the
barren lines and leave the rest to go the way of life,
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